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• Stock and highperformance rebuilds
• Finding the perfect
block
• Selecting the correct
components
• Manifolds, heads,
camshafts, crankshafts,
pistons, ignitions,
exhaust

Author Frank Oddo is an avid street rodder known for his fine 1940 Ford coupe street rod (originally
flathead-powered). He has been writing for Street Rodder Magazine for 25 years, plus he has written
articles for Custom Rodder, Rod & Custom, Hot Rod, Trucking, Classic Trucking and Ford Times. Starting
drag racing (with a flathead Ford) in the mid-50s, he subsequently became a dry-lakes and Bonneville
racer. At Bonneville he has run 223 mph in his belly-tank lakester and 208 at El Mirage dry lake. He is a
member of the Early Ford V-8 Club and a charter member of the 40s Limited street-rod club. Frank is also
a member of the Rod Riders Racing Team, a club affiliated with the Southern California Timing Association.
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ill building a modern, highperformance flathead V-8 for
a traditionally styled street rod be
difficult or expensive? No, at least
no more difficult or expensive than
building a high-performance small-block
Chevy or Ford. With one significant
difference—and that’s finding suitable
building material. After all, the Ford
Motor Company hasn’t manufactured a
new flathead engine block since 1953.
Today, the street rodder who wants
a great flathead under his hood must be
willing to go the extra mile to get all of
the reliability he’s come to expect from
the average late-model small-block. The
first step of that extra mile is selecting
the best flathead block he can lay his
hands on: the ever-elusive “cherry.”
Is the “cherry” flathead block more
than elusive? Is it really an illusion, at
best a deceptively glorified memory
of the past? It is well known that the
most notorious fault in the design of
the flathead V-8 is the exhaust ports
snaking through the bowels of the block.
Couple this intensely heat-producing
arrangement with thin water jackets and
you can see why the late Clarke Cagle
summed up the design and execution of
the flathead block as: “Bad castings!”
A number of years ago, Cagle,
a builder of high-performance and
racing flatheads pointed out that
many rodders subjected their flatheadpowered cars and trucks to hard usage
in the 1940s and 50s. This combination
of design and abuse is why the vast
majority of flathead blocks have a halfdozen or so cracks in the valve and
cylinder-bore areas. Fortunately, most
can be repaired.
The real problem is the crack
that defies repair. These are the ones
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running down the side of a cylinder, or
well into the port. Some can’t be fixed,
at least not for a reasonable price.
Once you accept the fact that you
will be fighting an uphill battle in the
search for a good, rebuildable block,
you have to know where to look, and
what to look for. A tough assignment,
but one that shouldn’t deter you if you
really want flathead power. First off,
forget scrounging through wrecking
yards. Ordinary wrecking yards haven’t
stocked flathead V-8s since the early
1960s. Consequently, you are going to
be looking to vintage automobile parts
dealers and private collectors. Both
must be approached in different ways,
so let’s take the dealer first.
I think it is safe to say that
the professional dealer is more
knowledgeable than most private

1

They’re out there, squirreled away in
collectors’ barns and in antique auto parts
emporiums. Some are worth rebuilding,
some are not. When you buy from a private
party, you take your chances, often without
return privileges. It behooves you to make a
frugal cash offer.

2

Hopefully you will look at as many flatheads as possible before making a decision. The best
often come from a knowledgeable collector who acquired it for himself. That way you have
his earlier judgment as well as your own to rely on.
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This complete 1950 truck engine (8RT)
was the one I settled on after discussing
my needs with the owner, fellow Forties
Limited club member, Dewey Smith. The
engine even had 4 original spark-plug wires
still attached! No matter, I would not know
what its innards looked like until it was
completely disassembled.

6

Next, remove the spark plug wires and
looms from the intake manifold and the
distributor cap (or caps, as the case may
be) from the distributor.

7
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Once we got it to our workshop, “The Cave,”
my son Angelo promptly mounted it on my
Oddo Motor Roller for ease of disassembly.

5

The first step in the disassembly of a
complete stock engine is to loosen the
generator-support-bracket nut from the
stud. Then you can drop the belt and
remove the generator from the manifold.

Because we did not plan to reuse the
original intake manifold, carb and fuel pump,
it was removed as an assembly. A speed
handle with an extension gets the job done
quickly and efficiently.

sellers, and often the easiest with
which to do business. However,
because of the economic realities of the
used-anything business, don’t expect
giveaway prices. It is not reasonable to
think a dealer in antique automobile
parts is any less interested in making
an honest profit than a dealer in other
collectibles such as postage stamps
or coins.

The dealer is likely to have the
engine or block on the floor, and it is
also likely to be clean. (Grease guards
against rust, but it’s not the most
attractive way to market inventory.)
Beyond that, the street rodder needn’t
be concerned with the stock intake
manifold, cylinder heads, fuel pump
and exhaust manifolds. In fact, it
is better if these parts have been
removed. Then he can inspect the
short block more thoroughly. If he is
handy with a set of micrometers, he
can even measure the cylinder bores.
Although some stock parts are to
be deep-sixed, no matter what their
condition, it is still preferable to get
all the bolts, studs and other bits of
fastening hardware. Not because you
are going to use them again, but for
reference. You just don’t want to pay
a premium for them. You are really
buying only a complete, rebuildable
short-block and oil pan.
A block that will be an asset and not
a liability is where the street rodder
with a good working relationship with
a vintage parts dealer comes out ahead.
It’s tricky, but ideally you want to be
able to take the block to a machine
shop for hot tanking and Magnafluxing.
You also want return privileges if
the block doesn’t pass muster. Some
farsighted vintage parts dealers even
do that for you, and tag parts with the
Magnaflux certification. Of course the
cost is passed on to the final consumer
(like everything else in a free-market
society). However, just think of the
peace of mind that gives the buyer
when he shells out the big bucks for a
block, crank and a set of rods.
I probably wouldn’t stress the
condition of a tired engine so forcefully
had I not participated in the purchase
of more than one useless flathead in
the course of my hot rodding years.
I learned my lesson the hard way. I
wouldn’t buy a flathead block from
my best friend unless I was promised
return privileges if it didn’t satisfy me.
That’s hard-nosed Yankee tradin’ from a
Southern boy, I’ll admit. But no matter
where you live, there are many flatheads
around. You have street rodder friends,
so put the word out you want one.
You’ll be surprised at the availability.
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The factory-recommended procedure for
removing the pressure plate and clutch disc
is to press the end of each clutch-release
lever down. Insert a 3/8-inch piece of wood
between it and the pressure plate to relieve
the tension. Or, just remove the bolts from
the pressure-plate cover and lift the clutch
assembly away from the flywheel!

13

16
Remove the breather tube and (on the
earlier engines) the oil relief-valve assembly.

10

Remove the bolt that secures the starter
bracket to the oil pan. Loosen two bolts
that hold the starter to the flywheel
housing until they are free from the
housing. Remove the starter.

14

Remove the safety wire, bolts, and flywheeldowel retainer from the flywheel. Then
lift the flywheel from the crankshaft. If
necessary, use a soft hammer to lightly tap
the flywheel first on one side, then on the
other until it comes loose.

A Motor Arts Flat-Lift was then assembled
and installed on the intake-manifold-gasket
surface, the engine hoisted, oil drained, and
my Motor Roller removed.

11

17
In the case of a ’49 or later engine, remove
the bolts that secure the bellhousing and
pull it free from the alignment pins.

The heavy, dished flywheel on older flatheads is a bit more awkward than the more
modern flywheel that came on later engines.
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Bolt holes for a bolt-on bellhousing allow
the ’49 and later engine to mount directly
onto a conventional engine stand. This is
just one of the many reasons I prefer the
later engine to earlier models. (For those
builders interested in pre-1949 engines with
the integral bellhousing, both Antique Auto
Parts and Motor Arts offer fixtures which use
the exhaust flanges to attach the block to
an engine stand.) The thicker cast idler-gear
cover on 1949-53 engines may interfere with
aftermarket flywheels. A thinner steel plate
was used on earlier engines.

Three basic types of distributors have
been used over the years, the one and
two-cap design driven directly by the
cam, and the modern “post-hole” design
used 1949–53. I prefer the latter because
of the ease of maintenance, although I
do like the earlier cylinder head design.
Fortunately, a like-minded builder can both
keep his cake and eat it too if he uses a
1949–53 block! More on that later. For now,
disconnect all remaining wires from the coil,
and remove it and the bracket. Disconnect
the vacuum line from the distributor and
remove the distributor.

The stock so-called “oil filter” won’t be used
as such on our flathead, but some folks
like its looks enough (especially when it is
chrome plated) to use it for an on-engine
mini tool box. Maybe you will want to do
that, so remove it and the handsome factory
tubing carefully. Disconnect the oil-return
and oil-intake lines from the filter with
tubing wrenches so as to not distort the
fitting nuts. Remove three nuts that hold the
filter to the cylinder head, and remove the
filter. Careful, we’re talking messy here.

Because you already know some of
them are junk, you simply must be
choosy. Keep looking until you find a
good one.
Buying a flathead from a private
party is a little different from buying
one from a dealer, however. Joe Seller
is not likely to give you a money-back
guarantee unless he is a good friend.
And, if you are looking at a complete
engine, chances are he doesn’t want
you to tear it down right there on his
garage floor. (Which doesn’t imply
he is trying to hide something from
you.) What it does mean, however,
is that you are buying a “pig-in-apoke,” so it behooves you to follow the
ancient axiom that says loudly, “buyer
beware!”
There are many things to check
before and after you shake hands on
a tentative purchase. Unfortunately,
you won’t be able to do each and every
inspection while you squat there in
Joe’s garage. Some will simply have to
be done after a full disassembly. That’s
why you want to make your cash

Buying & Disassembling A Flathead
offer as close to the bone as possible if
you don’t get return privileges in the
bargain. That way, if you do haul home
a junk block you know your losses
going in. Now let’s get on with things to
watch for.
Long before you put a mike in the
bores or get the block Magnafluxed,
you want to apply some common
sense to the purchase of an engine
that is more than 40 years old. If
it’s still in the car or truck, whether
it’s been in the barn or out behind,
it should be regarded as one with a
strong possibility of ongoing internal
corrosion. Just as with the vintage tin
that once surrounded it, the engine
can very easily be a victim of the “rust
never sleeps” syndrome. For instance,
water left sitting in the jackets for
decades will contribute to thinning out
the crankcase between the exhaust
ports and the oil pan.
The same is true for an engine out
of the car and lying on its side. One
flathead Redi-Strip Derusting returned
to Jim Bremner and me in the mid1980s had huge gaping holes in several
ports. Apparently it was left on its
side for several years. Trapped water
rusted away most of the metal forming
the ports. The ports were a thin shell
of rust and scale with only a web of
cast iron. The Redi-Strip process had
done its job well and electrolytically
dissolved the rust, but then the ugly
holes appeared!
One giveaway clue that would
“de-select” a contender even before a
careful inspection is if the spark plugs
were removed, or if the carb or intake
manifold had been missing for a long
time. Moisture and condensation will
certainly have added to the corrosion
caused by the water remaining in the
jackets for several years.
Along about now you may have
come to the conclusion that this
chapter has a decidedly negative
sound, and you’re not at all sure you
want to build a flathead anymore! That
is not my intention. Unfortunately, I
can’t tell you with any assurance that
any given circumstance predicts a good
usable block. I can only point out the
traps an unwary buyer might fall into,
and the things you should look for as

17

You may have to tap the pulley off with a
soft hammer. Run the special bolt back into
the crank snout.

Now it’s time for the great unveiling, the
removal of the cylinder heads. If you found
your engine in complete form as I did,
you are unquestionably concerned about
possible cracks in the block. As mentioned
in the text, cracks of some kind are
simply unavoidable, but hopefully they are
repairable! At any rate, cylinder heads on
pre-1949 blocks are usually secured with
studs. Later models use bolts. Remove the
nuts or bolts and lift each cylinder head
and gasket from the block. Rent or borrow
a stud puller if necessary on those that
have become corroded. If they are really
“tough,” liberally dose with Liquid Wrench®
for at least two days. Save all hardware for
reference.

Remove four bolts that hold each water
pump to the cylinder block, and remove
the pumps. Don’t forget that one of these
bolts is only accessible for removal through
the pump inlet opening. Again, an impact
wrench is handy for such work.

Remove the lower pulley with an impact
wrench if one is available. (The “centered”
force is more effective than that afforded by
hand tools.)

18
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Remove the bolts securing the oil pan
to the block (save ’em) and lift the pan.
Betcha five dollars you will see dirtiest mess
in the world. Few engines can equal the
accumulated sludge that a poorly filtered
(from the factory) flathead can charge up
in less than 100,000 miles. All that will be
rectified in your rebuild, of course.

The next operation is to ream the upper part
of the cylinder to ease the removal of the
piston/rod assemblies. The ridge reamer is
another tool that can be rented or borrowed
if you don’t anticipate regularly working on
high mileage motors. Operation of the tool
is straightforward. Once it is adjusted to the
bore size and fitted snugly in the cylinder, a
ratchet is used to rotate it. Ream the ridge
down a few thousandths of an inch past the
worn part of the cylinder bore.

predictors of an unusable block.
Finding a usable block is possible.
Sharp shoppers do that all the time.
Most either buy a known entity from
a friend or make an “up-front” deal
with a reputable dealer to take back
a turkey. Nevertheless, the ultimate
responsibility as to whether you should
purchase this or that flathead block

is yours. Take any shortcuts, or the
seller’s word that it was a great little
engine that didn’t burn a drop of oil
when he pulled it out a few years ago,
and you risk getting burned.
In 1994, I had the pleasure of doing
a series of magazine articles on the
flathead with Mark Kirby, one of the
country’s premier early V-8 builders.
We were talking about the best flathead
material for a street rod power plant.
“I don’t know how it got started, but
there is the old rumor that the wartime
flathead block was better, at least in
terms of dimensions. I doubt it. Henry
would not have gone to the expense
of tooling up for production of the
military block, then scrapped it and do
another set of tooling for 1946.”

In original engines you will find either
cotter-pinned rod nuts or locking caps.
Remove them and the cap (taking care not
to mix caps with different rods). Tap on the
connecting rod bolt with a brass hammer
until the cap is free. Push the piston and
connecting rod out of the cylinder, using
a foot-long piece of wood. (An old broom
handle cut in sections works great.) Be
careful that the connecting rod bolts do
not scratch the crank although it will be
reground later. Developing careful habits
now will pay off later. Drop the assembly
through the block into a waiting hand.

Buying & Disassembling A Flathead
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Remove the remaining piston assemblies, then remove the timing cover from the block. Remove all the crankshaft bearing-cap bolts. (Tap
them with a soft hammer if they resist.) Lift the crankshaft from the cylinder block. Next, remove the lock wire and bolt from the oil pumpmounting flange. Remove the pump assembly from the cylinder block. The pump may not come out easily from an engine that has seen
many years of service. Tap it lightly with a soft hammer to remove it from its recess in the block. Be gentle, the pump is fragile, and the
housing will break if mishandled. Remove the lock wire and bolts that hold the oil-pump-drive cover to the block. Remove the oil pump-drive
cover, gasket and idler gear from the back of the block. Again, an engine that has seen severe service may not give up its innards without a
fight. In stubborn cases, the idler-gear shaft located within the crankcase (arrow) may have to be driven out with a drift punch.
Removing the crankshaft assembly and
oil pump is a piece of cake compared to
breaking down the valve assembly in an
engine that has never been taken apart.
Not only do you have the problem of years
of caked-on sludge and baked-in varnish,
a cantankerous design and limited working
room adds insult to injury. Because cambearing removal is a job for the machine
shop, as is the hot-tanking of this very
dirty engine, we stepped aside and let the
old master Allen Hail of Hail’s Automotive
Machine Shop (648 W. Williamson, Fullerton,
California 92632) do the entire job. Allen
started by taking pressure off the valve
assembly with a valve-spring compressor.
Once done, the spring retainer lock keys or
“keepers,” used with one-piece valve guides
are removed and the valve withdrawn. Next,
the guide must be forced down its bore to
release the valve-guide retainer (commonly
called a “horse shoe” clip). Tap it gently from
the top side with a suitable tool to drive the
guide straight down. (In this case an old
ratchet extension and socket were used to jar
it loose from the varnish and corrosion.) Drive
the guides down until the retainer can be
removed from the guide. When it is free, you
can slip the guide out. Do this on all valves
that are in a closed position. Turn the cam
until all the valves that were open are closed,
and repeat the procedure.

20
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Remove the oil baffles by placing a screwdriver under each and prying its mounting clamp
off the oil manifold. Remove them from the block.

Turn the block bottom side up and tap
out the lifters so that the cam won’t snag
on them.

Slide the camshaft out of the cylinder block.
If it resists (sometimes the wear on the cam
bearing itself will leave ridges) you may
need to encourage it a little with a stout
screwdriver or pry bar.

Bend the tabs on the camshaft-gear lock ring out of the way to get to the four bolts securing
the timing gear to the cam. Clamp the cam in a vise and remove the bolts. Often the timing
gear is reusable. If not, however, replacements are available.

Mark hunched over in a mock
stance of the Duke of Dearborn, “‘Here,
we’re gonna do cars again, but let’s
not use this thick block we built for
military equipment. Let’s put it aside
and do some new tooling.’ Ford would
not have done that, it just wouldn’t
make sense. But military specifications
are much higher, always the best when
it comes to metallurgy. The military
always demands the highest quality
material in the product because it is
going to be subjected to such abuse. In
any case, the military block is usually
identified with an X, Y or Z cast on
the back of the bellhousing where the
59AB would be. They were also very
common in the pickups built right after
the war, the 46s and 47s.”
Until some enterprising soul sends
cast-iron samples to a test lab to see
if the alloy in military blocks is any
different from the passenger-car blocks,
we may never know if Ford really used
more chrome and nickel in the military
casting. “No matter. The walls are not
thicker like the old timers believed.
The military specs were higher than
Ford used in pre-war blocks, and I
think they doubled the tensile strength
of the grey iron for military purposes,
but the wall thickness is about
the same.”
As a contributor to the automotive press, I’m always looking for
the best street rod material, be it
a World War II cylinder block or a
newly manufactured transmission.
Nevertheless, I don’t want to be too
exclusive in what I pass on. So I asked
Mark if he thought a street rodder
itching for a reliable flathead block to
build in the 90s should hold out until
he found a gen-u-wine military casting.
“The most desirable street engine is
something made during or right after
the war: 1942 to 1946 or 1947. But I
think the 59A, 59AB, 59L 59C, X, Y, Z
or 8BA are almost identical with regard
to casting thickness and material.” He
paused for a minute, then went on . .
. “The 1939, 1940 and 1941 Mercury
blocks are also good street rod blocks.
The pre-war Merc had a 3-3/16-inch
bore. The Ford, however, had a 3-1/16inch bore, and they are not suitable for
a street rod. The 3-1/16-inch block will
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Expanded view camshaft and valve train

Mushroom-tipped valves and split valve guides were used through 1948. In 1949
the valve guides were changed to one piece with an oil seal on the intake guide
(not a valve-stem oil seal). Because the guides were no longer split, the valve tips
and valve stems are the same diameter. Bolt-on cam gears were used on three
different camshafts, starting in late 1938. In 1949, a drive gear for the relocated
distributor was added to the front of the camshaft. Pre-1938 cam gears were
pressed onto the cam nose; a gear mark was aligned with one on the cam nose.

not take a big bore. I like to stay at 90
to 100 thousandths wall thickness on
a street motor. When you start getting
thinner than that, it’s going to oblong.
You have 48 head bolts in a flathead,
and most are located in a bad spot—
close to a cylinder. When we go for
the big bores, we better have some
strength, there will be a significant
amount of stress, possibly leading to
distortion in service. Anyway, if it says
59, buy it. It’s a good street rod motor.
That broadens our block hunting to a
pre-war Merc block or a postwar Ford
or Merc block.”
Mark knew of the trouble Jim
Bremner and I had run into when we
were looking for a good, rebuildable
flathead block a decade earlier, but
he didn’t seem too concerned. He
had, after all, purchased hundreds of
blocks over the years. He bent over
one and pointed into the exposed
crankcase. “I always look in the
webs, between the valves, and down
in the seats. I make a totally visual

check. If it’s cracked, I’ll see it. Later,
if I uncover a hairline crack when
I am relieving the block, maybe I’ll
stop and not use it. But that’s only
happened to me once or twice.
Cracks from valve to cylinder are
edgy, but many of these blocks have
minor cracks. That’s common.”
I asked him about more extensive
repair to a block that might have one
or two troubling defects. “Flathead
blocks are prone to cracking in the
combustion area because they have
been severely overheated so often
back when there were no pressurized
cooling systems. If you got to 220F,
you were in danger. Boiling water
creates steam that goes to the highest
and hottest spot in the block. Steam
pockets gathering in the combustion
area lead to severe and extreme
temperatures—that’s what damages
and cracks the blocks. Of course,
with modern pressurized systems you
can raise the temperature without
creating steam and doing damage.”

Engines Used in Book
The acquisition of the primary
engine used as a “demo” for this book,
a 1950 truck motor, came gratis by way
of my long-time friend, Dewey Smith.
Dewey simply has more engines than
he could ever possibly bend, spindle or
mutilate in his many street rods. This
engine, from now on called the 8RT,
was removed from its factory home
years ago and had never been rebuilt.
It still had vestiges of the original Ford
green engine paint, and four original
spark-plug wires! (Folks were very
frugal in those days.)
The second engine was not exactly
free. It came attached to a 1941 Ford
pickup with 37,994 original miles on
the odometer. I acquired the engine
(and the truck) after some hardnosed
haggling with the third owner. Both
the second and the third owner,
however, had never driven the truck
on the street. Only the original owner,
a Minnesota farmer had done so as
demonstrated by the 1972 license
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plates still in place. But that’s another
story.
The 1941 engine was complete and
running. I actually drove the pickup
into my shop for the teardown. Once
on the floor, the disassembly of two
engines began. Did you think that a
book on rebuilding a flathead would
require a chapter on disassembly?
Nevertheless, I photographed the
procedure just in case there were
flathead enthusiasts among the
readers who had never knocked down
the old-timer.
After all, it’s a dirty job as you will
see in the photos. Somebody’s got to
do it, however, and who better than
you? Besides, the best way to put
something back together is to learn
about it as you take it apart. Do it at
your leisure, make notes and take
pictures for future reference.

Finally, the old cam bearings must be removed. This is always a job for the local machine
shop. Have them do it before the first step down the long road of our several cleaning
procedures and options, the hot tank.

Unquestionably, the supercharged flathead really makes the mouth of a sometimes modern,
sometimes traditional street rodder water. Once exceedingly rare on a boulevard cruiser, the
advent of the affordable B & M blower kit has put it within the reach of anyone with a craving
for the ultimate hot rod induction.
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Step-by-step how-to:
• Rebuild all FORD or MERCURY V-8 flatheads for stock or
high horsepower
• Down-to-earth facts help you select components like an expert
• Everything you must know about boring, stroking,
porting & relieving, balancing

• Camshaft selections available today
• Pistons & crankshafts—which are best and why
• Aftermarket cylinder heads and manifolds
• Headers, ignitions, airflow secrets, cooling know-how
• Install late-model flatheads into early chassis
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Restorations,
Street Rods,
Race Cars

• Stock and highperformance rebuilds
• Finding the perfect
block
• Selecting the correct
components
• Manifolds, heads,
camshafts, crankshafts,
pistons, ignitions,
exhaust

Author Frank Oddo is an avid street rodder known for his fine 1940 Ford coupe street rod (originally
flathead-powered). He has been writing for Street Rodder Magazine for 25 years, plus he has written
articles for Custom Rodder, Rod & Custom, Hot Rod, Trucking, Classic Trucking and Ford Times. Starting
drag racing (with a flathead Ford) in the mid-50s, he subsequently became a dry-lakes and Bonneville
racer. At Bonneville he has run 223 mph in his belly-tank lakester and 208 at El Mirage dry lake. He is a
member of the Early Ford V-8 Club and a charter member of the 40s Limited street-rod club. Frank is also
a member of the Rod Riders Racing Team, a club affiliated with the Southern California Timing Association.

• Boring, stroking,
porting & relieving
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• Cooling
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FORD FLATHEAD V-8
BUILDER’S HANDBOOK
Author: Frank Oddo
Price: $24.95
ISBN: 9781931128117
Dimensions: 11 x 8.5 x .38 inches
Weight: 1.06 lbs
Flathead spoken here! Explanations on every facet of rebuilding the famous flathead Ford V-8, from disassembly, reconditioning the block (boring, valve seats, crankshaft, rods and
pistons and balanceing), and bottom-end assembly.
CLICK TO
PURCHASE

Not content to wait for a fuel
injection specifically designed for the flathead, Herbert adapted the Holley ProJection in 1995.

Exploded Drawings of the
camshaft and early valve assembly taken
from Ford Service Bulletins. Ford used split guides
through 1948, then went to solid guides and a more-orless conventional valve stem with split keepers because
the split guides tended to move apart, galling and
destroying the valve-guide bore.

Cylinder-head
tightening sequence for
1939-48 Ford and Mercury heads.
No particular tightening sequence
was recommended by Ford for 193238 engines. Nuts should be tightened from the center outward for
those years.
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Alright, OK! So
Bob Whitehead’s S. Co.
T-blown, Ardun isn’t really
a flathead! Nevertheless, the
Arkansas-based beauty is the
epitome of early hot rod
forced induction.

Main bearing inserts, as shown
here, were introduced in mid-1936. Earlier engines had poured-babbit main bearings.

Frank Oddo was an avid street rodder known for his fine 1940 Ford coupe street rod (Originally FlatheadPowered). He has wrote for Street Rodder Magazine for 25 years, plus he wrote articles for Custom Rodder, Rod
& Custom, Hot Rod, Trucking, Classic Trucking and Ford Times. Starting drag racing (with a Flathead Ford) in the
mid-50s, he subsequently became a dry-lakes and Bonneville racer. At Bonneville he ran 223 mph in his belly-tank
lakester and 208 at El Mirage Dry Lake. He was a member of the Early Ford V-8 Club and a charter member of
the 40s Limited Street Rod club. Frank was also a member of the Rod Riders Racing Team, a club affiliated with
the Southern California Timing Association.

